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Maggie. 

Male Domination 

Mining in Australia has always been the preserve of Men. Before the 1970s, women had no 

place in mining and operators faced fines for employing females in the workplace!  

Legislation barred women from working underground from the 19th century. In mines 

above ground, women were still prevented by the culture of male unionised militancy. 

Women with degrees in mining, engineering, geology and metallurgy were confined to 

universities, schools, research and government agencies. 

In the late 1960s and early 1970s movements against the sex segmented labour market, 

government promotion of equal opportunities and the fight against gender discrimination 

all merged to gradually break down the male domination of the industry.  Young educated 

women who wanted to travel, a healthy income and an important career path knew that 

they were at the frontline of change.  

Since that time, we have Gina Rhinehart, Chairwoman of Hancock Mining and many other 

women in senior roles in Mining. Maggie started her jump into the industry in 1980 by 

working as an admin secretary with John Holland on the Burrup peninsula. This meant a new 

fully furnished company house with air conditioning and a company car – for a few years. 

Plenty of money to be splashed around. She met a project manager here and got married – 

for a while. 

They ventured on to the Argyle Diamond Mine in the Kimberley, involved in the 
construction of link roads. They lived in a 30 foot caravan and annex for two years. After her 
marriage broke up, she was on her own – broke, single and homeless and things changed. 
Next in 1986 she answered an advertisement for a site clerk for an underground mining 
company in Kalgoorlie. This involved work at a mine site close to Broad Arrow and to the 
Broady Pub. Good drinking!    

Her accommodation there was a donga, dragged off the back of a truck and dumped. It had 

no lock, dust thick on the floor, an air conditioner fallen out of the wall and the one sliding 

window smashed. The bed was a wire frame with cyclone wire base and there was a 

disgusting mattress. No fridge or cupboards. Luckily, she took her own pillow! So much for 

being the only woman on the site with 45 tough underground miners for work colleagues. 

At 37 years, with good money, she made a go of it. The toilet was a dunny and there was a 

dripping shower in a tin shed with no lock. All this next to a sewerage farm. After her first 

pay though, Maggie was able to fit out the donga quite well.  



Maggie made some lasting friends at that mine site and met her prospective husband. They 

lived together in a fly-in, fly-out for 24 years, being married only 8 years ago. They 

eventually got a company house in Leinster with Western Mining. Then moved on to BHP 

Billiton at Yandi to self-contained accommodation for 12 years and Boddington Gold mine 

for 5 years. After this, she took a position at Chevron at the oil and gas Gorgon mine, Barrow 

Island. This was based in Perth!  Home at last. After a few years – retirement with her 

husband. And, memories.  

 

Margaret.      

Margaret’s introduction into the mining industry was in 1975, working as PA to the Project 

Manager, Telfer Project for Newmont Mining, a wholly American owned company. She had 

come from a local government and consulting engineering background and this job sounded 

like an interesting challenge.  Her lay knowledge of the key mining professions were -    

Geologists - They find the ore body, Hydrologists - Specialise in finding water, Mining 

Engineers - They dig up the dirt &  Metallurgists - They work out the best way to extract and 

process the ore being mined.  

Telfer was a real team effort where all these professions worked well to bring together the 

township and operating mine.  Most of the professions worked well together that is, 

Geologists always disagreed with Mining Engineers and Metallurgists.  

Telfer is an isolated spot 289 kms south east of Marble Bar in the Patterson Ranges right on 

the edge of the Great Sandy Desert.  The project to mine for gold start-up cost was $27M, 

with 70% Newmont Mining USA and 30% interest by BHP Dampier Mining.  This may seem 

low compared to establishing a project today - $27M would probably only buy you a few 

tyres for a heavy duty loader! 

The State government of the day was very keen to develop the North-West and so permits 

were granted almost painlessly, unlike today.  There had not been a new gold find in some 

years, bearing in mind the gold price of the day was around $100 /ounce.   Of course, this 

continued to rise in price in the years to follow.  Sir Charles Court was the West Australian 

Premier at the time and he and his counterparts were extraordinarily helpful in making sure 

the project went ahead without delay. 

All project information had to be submitted to the New York Office, by telex and to 

accommodate the time difference between Perth and New York, this meant going home, 

having dinner, then returning to the office to transmit all drill hole data, assay results, 

financial expenditure figures through to New York for the start if business in the USA start of 

business. Very long working hours in WA.  



Water supply was crucial in deciding whether the mine could proceed. Mining operations 

use an amazing amount of water for processing and of course to maintain a small towns 

requirements for potable water.  Thanks to the work of hydrologists several good producing 

bore fields were established. 

Male Domination 

In the 1970s & 1980s, these were very male dominated occupations.  More women joined 

during the late 70’s and Margaret remembers that these ladies really had to work hard to 

prove themselves on entering a male dominated industry.  Telfer employed female haul 

pack drivers at one stage, almost being a 50/50 split male/female.  Records showed that 

female drivers were generally more careful, had less incidents and reported when red 

warning lights came on in the truck.  

Community   

Living in an isolated area with young families.  The Company wanted to ensure that the 

town was a community and so had to provide amenities to suit young families.  The staff at 

the mine, apart from “miners” were a diesel mechanic, a school teacher, an electrician, a 

hairdresser. The Chief Mining Engineer was married to a nurse and the Village Services 

Manager was married to a cartographic draftsperson. 

The company was aware that the wives at Telfer would probably want to work, so many 

jobs were created in the Laboratory, the supermarket, post office and casual work with the 

catering company, all to suit school hours.  The wives of the Telfer Community were real 

pioneers, they were living in an isolated area, very limited supplies of food, all provisions 

having to be ordered from Perth.  They were inventive when it came to cooking a meal, 

using whatever was available on site. Roads were sometimes closed and trucks couldn’t get 

through. They were the real heroes.  

Telfer always seemed to be normal place to live, with many sporting activities every night. 

Golf, basketball, tennis, volley ball, and a local CWA was formed.  Sunday school was held in 

the beer garden Sunday morning and to finish before the “session time” at 11am. The priest 

from Port Hedland, who held a pilot’s licence, would fly in once a month, sometimes 

bringing with him the Anglican minister to hold a service, again held in the Beer Garden. But 

he had to finish by 11am for the start of the Sunday session! 

Communications at Telfer with the outside World were by radio for the first 12 months, 

then telephone line was run from Marble Bar. This was at Newmont’s own cost as Telecom 

indicated it would take around 2 years to develop and at a huge cost.  Flights into Telfer 

during these early days took 4-1/2 hrs from Perth with a stop at Meekatharra to refuel. 

Nowadays the flight is just 1hr 50 mins.   

Industrial Relations 



Half way through the construction phase at Telfer, the various Unions on site decided their 

members were not being paid enough in “hardship site allowance”.  Various unions were 

represented on site, the ECTU, TWU and AWU.  They eventually shut down the site and flew 

in from Perth to talk to their workers.  Margaret was asked by the Resident Manager to 

attend a few of these on site meetings. Discussions became very inflamed, workers were 

not happy and neither was the Company.  Half built buildings and housing were still in Perth 

and couldn’t be transported to site. She remembers being asked to leave a couple of times, 

being the only female, spending more time outside than inside.  It was then she realised 

that almost all the Union reps had male secretaries. Eventually matters went to arbitration 

and all parties came to an agreement to let the project proceed.  

Mining 

The first gold was poured in 1977. At this stage Telfer was Australia’s largest producing gold 

mine.  Gold price in 1977 was $146/ounce. Since that start-up, Telfer Mine approximately 

has produced 20 million ounces of gold.  

In 1978, Margaret moved to work in Exploration.  There was a large team covering the 

Pilbara, Ashburton, and Kalgoorlie goldfields.  She has been fortunate in being able to spend 

time at many new gold discoveries before they were excavated by enthusiastic Mining 

Engineers.  

During 1981, the company was exploring in the Ashburton area of Paraburdoo.  We had a 

couple of teams of geologists and field assistants working in a difficult area of the 

Ashburton, conducting stream sediment sampling.  In these days, radio was still our only 

form of communication, no mobile phones, no sat navs, no Epirbs.  Gordon Brailey was our 

field assistant and he failed to return to camp at the end of one day. His fellow geologist lit 

fires in case he had got lost. Early the next morning, still no Gordon. We launched into full 

Search and Rescue mode.    

 News always get around the mining industry and I was overwhelmed with the offers of 

support received from various other exploration and mining companies.   Hamersley Iron 

offered us the use of their helicopters and from the Chamber of Mines advising that all 

companies using our radio frequencies would give us pretty much free air time.   This 

included drilling companies who would keep their radio transmissions to a bare 

minimum.   The support was overwhelming.    The search continued with a huge amount of 

effort from SES, Police, station owners, local trackers and all of our staff, day searches using 

the Hamersley Iron Helicopters. Gordon’s body was found on the early hours of day 4. The 

Coroner said he would estimate his time of death as around 3. 00 that morning.    We were 

so close, but not close enough to save him.   Death by Exposure is not a pleasant way to 

go.     We found notes he had left along the way “God help me" “why have you stopped 

looking for me”.   “If it doesn’t rain tonight I am going to die”.   A   tragic event from which 

took quite a while for us to recover.  



Nowadays safety in the industry is paramount.    All geologists use sat phones, have GPS 

locaters and EPIRBS at all times.  This means they can be located to almost a couple of 

metres.  The strongest message of all, “admit you are lost, stay put, we will find 

you.”   Gordon was an ambitious young guy and thought he could find his way back to camp. 

He covered many kilometres on foot, making it very difficult to locate him.  

 

Indonesia   

In the 1980’s, Newcrest decided to broaden its exploration efforts offshore into Indonesia.  

We established offices in Jakarta and Lombok and explored in Sumatra, Sumbawa an island 

to the east of Lombok,   Sulawesi and the islands of the Halmaheras.  These activities were 

all based in the Perth office.  

This was an interesting time, as exploration in these areas was very different from that we 

had been used to. We employed a large Indonesian staff and geologists, logistics people and 

field assistants.   I was lucky enough to visit most of the areas we were exploring in and two 

of them are now very productive mines.   Access was always difficult, no roads in the jungle, 

lots of time walking through inaccessible and hostile areas. Helicopters were used 

extensively and I was lucky enough to always be able to chopper in and out.     

A few of the hazards were leeches, pythons, spiders, other crawly things and the risk of 

malaria. During this time we brought Indonesian geologists to Perth to work in exploration 

and at mine sites to gain additional experience in differing geological settings.  Part of my 

job was to obtain 457 visas for them to enter Australia on a training basis.  Some very strong 

friendships were formed during these days and still continue today.  

Indonesian exploration camps were very well set up.  The local Indonesians are very good at 

making a campsite using the available natural resources, like bamboo for structures, 

sleeping platforms.  These sleeping platforms were great as they kept you off the ground 

away from the nasties and also in the event of flooding kept your bed dry.   Margaret was 

trying to sleep one night on the bamboo platforms tucked in sleeping bag and having lots of 

fireflies coming into the hood meant it was easily read a book.  She thought it may be 

possible to get them into a glass jar to make a reading lamp.  

On one of the trips into an exploration area at the base of a mountain, there were 4 

chickens in the chopper. They ran around the camp and provided us with a few fresh 

eggs.  Leaving the camp, she thought they may have ended up in a pot, although one day 

while feeding a few scraps to them, there was an eagle eyeing them off.  He swooped down 

and just took one of them!      

And so an eventful career came to an end with retirement in 2007. 

Ends 



 

Typical early exploration camp in the Telfer area 

 

Indonesian camp using all local products 

 



 

Buffalo farms hut used for exploration camp 

 

 

Just one of the interesting marsupials in Sulawesi 

 



 

Typical helipad cut in the Indonesian jungle 

 


